Abstract-Power systems are developing very fast nowadays, both in size and in complexity; this situation is a challenge for Early Event Detection (EED). This paper proposes a datadriven unsupervised learning method to handle this challenge. Specifically, the random matrix theories (RMTs) are introduced as the statistical foundations for random matrix models (RMMs); based on the RMMs, linear eigenvalue statistics (LESs) are defined via the test functions as the system indicators. By comparing the values of the LES between the experimental and the theoretical ones, the anomaly detection is conducted. Furthermore, we develop 3D power-map to visualize the LES; it provides a robust auxiliary decision-making mechanism to the operators. In this sense, the proposed method conducts EED with a pure statistical procedure, requiring no knowledge of system topologies, unit operation/control models, etc. The LES, as a key ingredient during this procedure, is a high dimensional indictor derived directly from raw data. As an unsupervised learning indicator, the LES is much more sensitive than the low dimensional indictors obtained from supervised learning. With the statistical procedure, the proposed method is universal and fast; moreover, it is robust against traditional EED challenges (such as error accumulations, spurious correlations, and even bad data in core area). Case studies, with both simulated data and real ones, validate the proposed method. To manage largescale distributed systems, data fusion is mentioned as another data processing ingredient.
patterns of anomalies in power systems to make corresponding emergency responses [4] . In other words, EED aims to tell signals from noises-we treat receivable sample errors and irregular fluctuations (from distributed generators and small loads) as noises; whereas we treat system faults, network reconfigurations, and dramatic changes from loads/generators (often unintended) as signals. A smart grid, especially the one large in scale, is a complex big data system essentially [5, 6] . For such a system, it is a big challenge to conduct EED within a tolerable elapsed time and hardware resources.
The integration of big data analytics and unsupervised learning mechanism is an effective approach to this challenge. For the former, big data analytics is a scientific trend dealing with complex data [7, 8] . It is a data-driven tool and aims to work out statistical characteristics (especially correlations) indicated by linear eigenvalue statistics (LESs) [9] . That means, it conducts data processing in high dimensions, rather than builds and analyzes individual models based on assumptions and simplifications, to help understand and gain insight into the systems [10] . Big data analytics has already been successfully applied in numerous phenomena, such as quantum systems [11] , financial systems [12] , biological systems [13] , wireless communication networks [10, 14, 15] ; we believe that it will also have a wide applied scope in power systems [9, 16, 17] . For the latter, the supervised learning methods are prevailing in data processing. The key parts are the inferred functions and empirical models; these functions/models, produced via a subjective training procedure (often in low dimensions), lead to a determinate parameter as the system indicator [18] . However, for a complex system, it is hard to find a convincing training way to ensure the validity of the last indicator; besides, it is impossible to train all the scenarios to infer an event identification framework which is robust enough to manage all the 4Vs data. In contrast, the unsupervised method proposed in this paper utilizes the data in the form of random matrix models (RMMs), which are derived from the raw data in a statistical manner. Hence, the unsupervised methods is more suitable for EED in smart grids.
A. Contribution
This paper proposes a novel data-driven unsupervised learning method to conduct EED in smart grids, and a comparison is made with supervised ones (e.g. a dimensionality reduction method based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [19] and data fusion-are systematically studied. 1) LESs are high dimensional statistical indicators; with different test functions, LESs gain insight into the systems from different perspectives. Moreover, some theoretical values related to LESs are predictable as the reference points via the latest theorems. Additionally, 3D power-map is developed to visualize the LES for the decision-making auxiliary functions. This visualization is sensitive to events-it is able to detect serious system faults, as well as some small fluctuations; moreover, the visualization is robust against bad data-even with data loss in the core area, we can still achieve the proper judgements. 2) Besides, data fusion, by putting together diverse data sources, provides us a comprehensive view towards systems. It is a deep research; we just give a brief mention. In general, based on RMTs and the big data applying architecture [6] , this paper presents a series of work associated with EED: the theorems of LESs, a briefly discussion about data fusion, the indicators derived from LESs, and the visualization of the results. Case studies, with both simulated data and real ones, validate the proposed method, and related theories and theorems.
B. Related Work 1) Our Previous Work: Paper [6] is the first one; it is also the first attempt to apply big data analytics systematically to power systems. It provided a feasible architecture as the approach with two independent procedures-engineering procedure and mathematical one. Random matrix theories (RMTs), such as Ring Law and M-P Law, were elaborated as the solid foundations; Mean spectral radius (MSR) was proposed to indicate the statistical correlations (now we know that MSR is a specific LES). Specifically, moving splitwindow (MSW) technology was introduced to deal with data in temporal dimensions; in spatial dimensions, block calculation was presented. Simulated data in various fields were studied as cases. Then we moved forward to the second stage. Paper [20] , based on the first one (specially, Ring Law, M-P Law, the architecture, MSR, MSW, the simulated 118-buses system), talked about the correlation analysis approaches. An augmented matrix was studied as the key ingredient. Actually, augmented matrix is a form of data fusion-it consists of two data sources with totally different sizes and meanings: the status one for the basic part, and the factor one for the augmented part. As the same stage work, paper [21] , using the 70 nodes network testbed, tested some data fusion ingredients based on RMTs: the product of non-hermitian random matrices, the geometric mean, the arithmetic mean, and the product of random Ginibre matrices. With the experimental data, the effectiveness of these data fusion ingredients, is validated for signal detection in Massive MIMO systems.
2) Others' Work: Data are a core resource and data management is the keypoint for EED in smart grids. There have been numerous discussions about utilizing PMUs to improve wide-area monitoring, protection and control (WAMPAC) [22] [23] [24] . Xu initiated power disturbance data analytics, and showed a wide scope in the future [1] . The mathematical foundations, system frameworks, and applying architectures are missing yet. Recently, Xie proposed an early event detection algorithm based on principal component analysis (PCA) [19] . However, it is a supervised learning method; the bad subspace (i.e., linear combinations of the labelled data from several empirical chosen PMUs named as pilot PMUs), caused by improper training procedure, will lead to bad results. Although many researches (especially those methods based on specific physical models) were done in various fields, little attention has been paid to the data-driven unsupervised learning methods, which are based on solid mathematical foundations and with universal statistical procedures. Additionally, related mathematical work is introduced in Sec II.
II. RANDOM MATRIX THEORIES
The nomenclature is given as Table I . 
the i-th eigenvalue of matrix S r the circle radius on the complex plane of eigenvalues τ linear eigenvalue statistics τ MSR mean value of radius for all eigenvalues ofZ: µ(r λZ ) ϕ, ϕ the test function and its Fourier transformation
A. From Physical System to Random Matrix For a system, we assume t times observation for n-
, and a data source, denoted as Ω (in size of n×t), is obtained. Ω is in a high-dimensional space but not an infinite one (Or more explicitly, we are interested in the practical regime in which n = 100-10000, and t is sufficient large); this disables most classical tools. In contrast, RMTs enable us to select arbitrary data-both in temporal dimensions (e.g. T from t) and in spatial dimensions (e.g. N from n)-to formX ∈ C N×T naturally;X is a random matrix due to the presence of ubiquitous noises. Furthermore, we can convertX into a normalized matrixX row-by-row (see (18) ); thus, the random matrix model (RMM) is built to map the system.
In our previous work [6, 20, 21] , we have already elaborated RMTs, Ring Law, M-P Law, and MSR; here we just give some key results 1 . Whereas, the data processing ingredients, including linear eigenvalue statistic (LES) designs and data fusion, are the major parts; they are elaborated in Sec III.
B. Random Matrix Theories (RMTs)
RMTs are effective to power systems, which has already been validated [20] . First, we assume that: for the rectangular N ×T random matrix X, the entries are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) variables, satisfying the conditions:
where σ is the variance, and δ α,β is the Kronecker Delta Function:
N×N is the singular value equivalent [25] of X (see (19) );X is obtained directly from raw dataX (see (18) ). Furthermore, the matrices product Z is converted intõ Z (see (20) ). Thus, the empirical spectrum density (ESD) of Z converges almost surely to the same limit given by
as N, T → ∞ with the ratio c = N/T ∈ (0, 1].
2) Marchenko-Pastur Law (M-P Law): M-P Law describes the asymptotic behavior of the the covariance matrix:
where X is the rectangular N ×T non-Hermitian random matrix satisfying condition (1).
Then, the ESD of S converges to the distribution of M-P Law [26, 27] with density function:
where
3) Mean Spectral Radius (MSR):
MSR is a high-dimensional indicator. For a specific matrix Z (as described in Ring Law part above), we can calculate the eigenvalues λZ on the complex plane. The mean value of all these eigenvalues' radii length is denoted as τ MSR : 
2) Law of Large Numbers:
The law of Large Numbers is the first step in studies of eigenvalue distributions for a certain random matrix ensemble. The result, for the Wigner ensemble, obtained initially in [30] , was improved in [31] , where the Stieltjes transformation was introduced and the famous semicircle law was shown under the minimal conditions on the distribution of W (the Lindeberg type conditions) [29] . The law of Large Numbers tells us that N −1 N N [ϕ] converges in probability to the limit
where ρ(λ) is the probability density function (PDF) of the eigenvalues. In particular, for the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE) [28] (see (21) , (22), and (23) in the appendix), ρ(λ) is according to the semicircle law:
The covariance matrix ensemble is another classical type ; M-P Law, as describe in Sec II, is adapted to this ensemble. The covariance matrix is widely used in engineering due to the rectangular form-we can also study the RMM X ∈ C N×T with N = T . We will further discuss this ensemble below.
3) Central Limit Theorems (CLTs): Central Limit Theorems (CLTs), as the natural second step, aim to study the LES fluctuations. Lots of papers devote to proofs of CLTs for different random matrix ensembles (see [28, 29, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] ). CLTs for LESs with polynomial test functions of some generalizations for the Wigner and covariances matrices were proved in [35] via moment methods. In contrast, CLTs for LES with real analytic test functions of the Wigner and covariances matrices were established in [34] under additional assumptions that
In the recent paper [28] , CLTs for LESs of the Wigner and covariances matrices were proved under assumptions that E(W i,i
2 ) = 2, the third and the forth moments of all entries are the same, but E(W i,j 4 ) is not necessary 3. Moreover, the test functions are not supposed to be real analytic. It was assumed that the Fourier transformation ϕ satisfies the inequality
which means that ϕ has more than 5 bounded derivatives.
B. CLT for Covariance Matrices
Parallel to (3), we study another typical covariance matrix:
its PDF is also according to M-P Law:
, and σ is the variance.
The CLT for M is given as follows [29] :
Theorem III.1 (M. Sheherbina, 2009). Consider a rectangular N ×T non-Hermitian random matrix X, with entries X i,j satisfying the condition (1); M is the covariance matrix (see (9)). Let the real valued test function ϕ satisfy condition
, in the limit N, T → ∞, c = N/T ≤ 1, converges in the distribution to the Gaussian random variable with zero mean and the variance:
, and ζ (θ) = 1 + 1/c + 2/ √ c sin θ; κ4 = E X 4 − 3 is the 4-th cumulant of entries of X.
C. LES Designs and Theoretical Values
For Gauss variable X, E(X) = 0, E(X 2 ) = 1, and E(X 4 ) = 3 (see (24)). A typical scenario is assumed: N = 118 and T = 240, thus c = N/T = 0.4917; 1) LES for Ring Law: MSR (see Sec II) is a special LES 2 ; it is defined as follows:
where λ Z,i (i = 1, 2,. . ., N ) are the eigenvalues of Z, and |λ Z,i | is the radius of λ Z,i on the complex plane.
According to (7) , the theoretical expectation of r when N → ∞ (E(τ MSR )), are calculated as follows:
where P(r) is given in formula (2), and c = 0.4917 for this scenario.
Also, we can calculate the theoretical variances (D(τ MSR )):
2) LESs for Covariance Matrices:
For the scenario, according to (7) and (10), we get E(τ T2 ):
and according to (11) , we get D(τ T2 ):
Similarly, we can design other test functions to obtain diverse LESs as the indicators, and some theoretical values; here we list some classical test functions:
2. Chebyshev Polynomials:
In Sec V, we will show their applications in smart grids.
D. Universality Principle
Akin to CLTs, universality [10] refers to the phenomenon that the asymptotic distributions of various covariance matrices (such of eigenvalues and eigenvectors) are identical to those of Gaussian covariance matrices. These results let us calculate the exact asymptotic distributions of various test statistics without restrictive distributional assumptions of matrix entries. The presence of the universality property suggests that highdimensional phenomenon is robust to the precise details of the model ingredients [37] . For example, one can perform various hypothesis tests under the assumption that the matrix entries not Gaussian distributed but use the same test statistic as in the Gaussian case.
The data of real systems can be viewed as a spatial and temporal sampling of the random graph. Randomness is introduced by the uncertainty of spatial locations and the system uncertainty. Under real-life applications, we cannot expect the matrix entries follow i.i.d. distribution. Numerous studies based on both simulations [6] and experiments, however, demonstrate that the Ring Law and M-P Law are universally followed. In such cases, universality properties provide a crucial tool to reduce the proofs of general results to those in a tractable special case-the i.i.d. case in our paper.
E. Data Fusion
Data fusion (including the augmentation, the blocking, the sum, and the product of matrices) is another data processing ingredient. Comparing to the LES designs, which aim to define the LES τ via the test functions ϕ(λ) for a determinate X, data fusion manages to handle multiple data sources (i.e. X 1 , X 2 , · · · ), even with diverse features (e.g. in totally different size). The theories about data fusion are deep and novel: Götze, Kösters, and et al, in [38] [39] [40] , have already studied the performance of the matrices in the form of :
are independent n×n matrices with independent entries.
We will not go so far and just show some typical applications; data fusion is very common and meaningful in engineering. Our previous work [20] conducted data fusion as follows: the status data source (a matrix B in size of N ×T ), and the factor data source (a vector c in size of 1×T ), in a certain manner, are put together to form the augmented matrix A (A = [B;C]); this A, as a new random matrix model, is used to conduct correlation analysis. Besides, Zhang [21] , using the data from a 70 nodes network testbed, validated the data fusion in the field of signal detection for Massive MIMO systems.
IV. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING METHOD
This section makes a comparison between the unsupervised learning methods (e.g. Ring Law Analysis) and the supervised ones (e.g. PCA) from diverse perspectives.
A. Procedure of Ring Law Analysis
The Ring Law Analysis conducts EED with following steps:
Steps of Ring Law Analysis 1) Select arbitrary raw data (or all available data) as the data source Ω 2) Forming random matrix modelX at a certain time t Steps 2)-7) conduct high dimensional analysis only using raw data, and then visualize the indicator τ; they are unsupervised statistical proceedings without assumptions and simplifications. In step 2), for different purposes, arbitrary raw data, even ones from distributed nodes or intermittent time series, are able to be focused on to form the RMMX. It is also an online data-driven method requiring no knowledge of the physical models/topologies. In addition, the size of X is controllable during step 2); it relieves the curse of dimensionality in some ways.
B. Procedure of Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
PCA is a prevailing data-driven method [24] . Xie proposed a dimensionality reduction method based on PCA as a approach to EED in smart grids [19] ; the steps are listed as follows: 
Train at ts =s−1 :
Step 6) and step 7) are the executive parts based on data processing procedure-steps 1)-5). The key steps are step 4) and step 5); they constitute the training procedure. By choosing m PMUs (as pilot PMUs) from total N PMUs, the procedure tags the system in a reduced subspace (N →m ) ; in this way, the function v ci is inferred.
C. Comparison of Supervised and Unsupervised Methods
The supervised learning methods are prevailing among massive systems. The key idea for these methods is to tag the systems-by labelled parameters, principal eigenvectors, inferred functions, etc; the detailed steps, by dealing with prior models and data in a low dimensional space, make up an empirical training procedure. In a word, supervised learning methods are of 'labelling' steps based on assumptions and simplifications. For supervised learning methods, there are some problems, essentially, hard to be solve: a). The error accumulations, spurious correlations, incidental correlations are unavoidable as systems grow large; there does not exist a solid mechanism to eliminate or to relieve them. b). The training procedure is not strict. Taking paper [19] for an example, it chooses the pilot PMUs in an unconvinced way: the most unrelated ones, rather than the best suitable ones, are chosen. Some additional devices, especially the empirical ones, are essential as mentioned in the paper-e.g., the PMUs of some topologically and physically significant buses should be pilot ones, while the PMUs which are historically eventful should not. Additionally, the improper setting of the pilot PMUs total number m , or the pre-specified variance threshold ς, will make the result worse. c). The bad data in the core area (e.g. the incomplete, the inaccurate, and the unavailable data), or the worst situation-loss of all the data of the event area, will almost disable the methods. d). Moreover, it is impossible to train over all the events or scenarios. There must be something unexpected in the large scale systems, even of which we can not give a proper description in low dimensions. Just a simple intuitive example: we can easily deduce −y ci =−YBvci from y ci = YBvci. Whereas, it is hard to make a verdict that the simultaneous reverse of the pilot PMUs data YB and the non-pilot PMUs data y ci is an anomaly or not.
In general, traditional model-based methods or data-driven supervised learning methods are in low dimensions; they highly depend on only a few parameters related to physical models, subjective hypotheses, empirical causality, training procedure, etc.
On the other hand, data-driven unsupervised ones are usually based on high-dimensional statistical models which are built on solid mathematical foundations. In other words, the related theories, algorithms, and statistics (e.g. RMTs and LESs) are always based on probability and designed in a multi-dimensional space. Thus, the unsupervised methods tend to analyze the interrelations and interactions (seen as correlations) directly using the raw data without any label; they are fast, sensitive, and universal. Moreover, they are pure statistical data processing in high-dimensions which will not bring in systematical errors. It comes to the conclusion that the unsupervised learning methods, with advantages described as above, perform better than the supervised ones.
V. CASE STUDIES
In this section, we use both simulated data and real ones to validate the proposed approach. For the simulated case, we adopt the standard IEEE 118-bus system [41] (shown as Figure  10 ). Detailed information about the simulation is referred to the case118.m in Matpower package and Matpower 4.1 Users Manual [42] . There are generally two scenarios in the system: 1) only white noises, e.g., small random fluctuations of loads and Gaussian sample errors; 2) Signals plus noises, it means that there are also sudden changes, or even serious faults. For the real case, we use a 48-hours database of some power grid in China. Above all, the EED may be modeled as binary hypothesis testing: normal hypothesis H 0 (no signal present) and abnormal hypothesis H 1 (signal present).
A. Simulated 118-bus System
According to From Physical System to Random Matrix in Sec II, the data source Ω V =v i,j ∈ R 118×1500 (n = 118, t = 1500) is obtained to map the simulated system.
1) Conduct EED Based on Ring Law, M-P Law, MSR:
For details about this work, see our previous work [6] . Here, we assume the events as Table III; Figure 1 shows the results.
At sampling time t s = 600 s, the RMMX includes a time period A Time = 361 : 600 s; the noises play a dominant part during the period. Figure 1a shows that the distribution of λZ is more closely to the reference ring (L = 1); and Figure 1c shows that the distribution of λ M (in blue bars) fits the M-P distribution (in blue line) quite well. Whereas, at sampling time t s = 601 s, Figure 1b shows that the eigenvalue points collapse to the center point of the circle, which means that the correlations of the data have been enhanced somehow; and Figure 1d also shows the deviation between the experimental distribution and the theoretical one.
From τ MSR -t curve in Figure 1e , it is observed that τ MSR starts to decrease (0.8665, 0.6308, · · · , 0.4927) at t = 600 s, just when the event (sudden change of P Bus-52 ) occurs as the signal. The influence lasts for full time length (T = 240 s) and the decreasing lasts for half (120 s); thus, a "U"-shaped curve is observed. In this way, we conduct anomaly detection; the time for the beginning point of "U" (t = 600 s for this case) is right the anomaly start time.
2) LES Designs: Designing LESs is a major target in this paper; here, we study diverse LESs with different test functions. Keeping T = 240 s, we can divide the temporal space into 5 subspaces (stages) according to the status of P Bus-52 as follows: *cv = D(τ )/E(τ ) is the coefficient of variation
The above results validate that it is feasible to analyse the power system using the random matrix model (RMM); the upper layer should be ontology and we do not go that far. Here, we just make some engineering statements/analyses:
1. Independent of the system models/topologies, we can design the LES τ . For a RMM X with determinate size N × T , if the test function ϕ(λ) is given, the LES τ is obtained; some related theoretical values (the expectation E(τ ), the variance D(τ ), and the coefficient of variation c v ) are able to be calculated as well.
2. Among ϕ(λ) given above, LRF performs best in the view of c v (Low c v means high precision and repeatability of the assay [43] ; here, we regard 12% as the upper bound).
3. We can make a summary about the performance of the experimental values (mean µ(τ ) and variance σ 2 (τ )) comparing to the theoretical ones (expectation E(τ ) and variance D(τ )):
c). For S2, S4, and S5, µ(τ ) has much more bias; σ 2 (τ ) is always too big to be accepted; d). variance σ 2 (τ ) is much more sensitive than mean µ(τ ).
Then, we can conjecture that: a). The more stable the system is, the more effective the theoretical values become (µ(τ ) is close to E(τ ); σ 2 (τ ) is less than D(τ ));
b). Different test functions ϕ(λ) have different characteristics and functions. In this sense, we can balance the reliability and sensitivity for anomaly detection in a special system; c). In addition, a test function is akin to a filter in some sense; beyond event detection (distinguish signals from noises), it has the potential to trace a specific anomaly (distinguish the signal from others); d). For a special purpose, e.g. the lowest cv or the lowest bias, there should exist an optimal combination of the Chebyshev Polynomials as the test function.
B. Advantages of LES and Visualization Using 3D Power-Map
A LES is an indicator in high dimensions; its value depends on a wide sample data in the form of the entries of the RMM X (Sec IV). As a result, LES τ , as a statistical indicator, is sensitive and robust against bad data; these advantages will be validated via the visualization of τ using 3D power-map later.
For this case, we keep the hypothetical scenario as Table  III , and take τ LRF as the indicator. We obtain the regional τ LRF for each region 3 in a similar way to that for the whole system (118 nodes); thus, the τ LRF -t curves are plotted as Figure 2 .
We denote η = τ LRF /E(τ LRF ) as the high-dimensional indicator. For each time point, with an interpolation method [45] , a 3D map is able to be plotted. Figure 3 , 5 depict some key frames of the 3D power-map animation with η, whereas Figure  4 , 6 with the raw data V: a) For Figure 3 , at time t = 601 s, η of the area around A3 changes relative dramatically; this trend last for the next 3 this division depends on the specific network structure; however, a potential problem lies here: how small the partition (see Figure 10 ) can be that keeps the theories still work. To find the answer we should study how to turn big data into tiny data [44] ; it is another topic and we do not expand here. Theoretically, the bias of τ is closely related to the size of RMMsX (more specifically, N ) T − 2 = 238 sampling points (i.e. t s = 602 : 839 s) in the animation. Therefore, we conjecture that some event occurs in A3; even we can go further that the event is influential to A1, A2, A4, A5, and has little impact on A6. These conjectures, in a reasoning way, coincide with the common sense that there is a sudden change in A3 at t = 601 s. b) For Figure 3 , with sustainable growth of power demand at some bus (P Bus-52 for this case), the whole system becomes more and more vulnerable. The vulnerability can be estimated, before the system has a breakdown due to voltage collapse, via the visualization of η. c) Moreover, if the most related data (data of A3 for this case) are lost somehow, hardly any information can be gotten by V as Figure 6 , whereas the proper judgements can still be achieved by η as Figure 5 .
In general, the combination of high-dimensional indicators (e.g. η) and 3D power-map is really a novel and feasible approach to EED in smart grids.
C. Conduct EED Using Real Data
This case is based on the operation data of a certain interconnected power grid in China; the data lists are shown as Figure 11 . The data source includes data of substations, breakers, lines, buses, generators, frequencies, etc. These data are from 6 administrative regions-5 provincial ones and 1 directly affiliated one. The sampling frequency is once per minute and the sampling lasts for 3 days (4320 minutes).
1) Model-Size 42×90, voltage data, τ MSR :
We only focus on a regional bus voltage data with 42 nodes; thus, the data source Ω is of 42×4320 = 181440 sampling voltage data. Here, we choose τ MSR as the indicator. The RMM X at each sampling point is modeled in size of 42×90; the time length of the split-window is 90 (T = 90 m, and T /2 = 45 m). Figure 7 shows the result. In Figure 7 , we can extract some half "U"-shaped curves according to the legends (the red for start points and the purple for end ones). As our analyses above, the start points correspond to the right time when the event occurs. They are almost t = 06 : 55 , maybe for the working start, and t = 10 : 50 , maybe for the lunch break, respectively. 2) Model-T = 90 m, power flow data, τ LRF :
We focus on the power flow data (687 lines); we choose τ LRF and keep T = 90 m. Figure 8 shows the results; some special time points, such as t = 4 : 44 and t = 10 : 42 , are able to be observed. For each administrative region, we conduct a similar procedure and Figure 9 shows the results. In Figure 8 , we regard the bottom part (the purple) but not the top as the start time. That is because the "U"-shaped curves for the τ MSR (Figure 1 ) and the τ LRF (Figure 2 ) are reversed.
3) Summary: From both models above, some key time points, as well as the daily periodicity, are able to be observed. The bus voltage and the power flow have different engineering meanings essentially: the former is closely related to local loads, whereas the later is to power exchanges between connected regions. This may be the reason why their key time points are different. Moreover, we believe that the information loss during the processing proceeding in high dimensions should be much less than in low dimensions, even negligible with a proper designed LES (the LES τ is almost arbitrary; it is only related to the test function ϕ(λ)). In our opinions, the integration of statistic analyses in high dimensions and engineering explanations (see Procedure of Ring Law Analysis in Sec IV) are the two procedures to mine the potential values from the complex 4Vs data. More work (including more real data) are essential for further mining.
VI. CONCLUSION This paper proposes a data-driven unsupervised learning method for early event detection (EED). Based on random matrix theories (RMTs) as our mathematical foundations, the linear eigenvalue statistics (LESs) are proposed as the key indicators. In addition, we compare the proposed method with a supervised one (a dimensionality reduction method based on PCA). Case studies, with both simulated data and real ones, validate the effectiveness and the advantages of the proposed method. Especially, its robustness against bad data is highlighted-the combination of 3D power-map and highdimensional indicators, even with data source loss in the core area, is still able to conduct EED effectively.
This work is another attempt towards applying big data to power systems. It mainly argues that random matrix models (RMMs) are a proper tool to reveal physical systems in high dimensional perspectives. This enables us to mine the potential values from the complex 4Vs data resources efficiently. Three main steps are essential as the procedure: 1) to build the RMM with raw data; 2) to conduct high-dimensional analyses with statistical transformations; 3) to interpret the results to human beings. The proposed data-driven unsupervised approach is universal, as it mainly rely on raw data which are independent of empirical models or labelled parameters; it is also sensitive since it uses the high dimensional statistics as the indicators. Moreover, for some data processing ingredients, the theoretical values are predictable by the latest theorems.
However, our findings only make up a tiny fraction of high-dimensional analytics. More problems need to be further studied: 1) how to design the test function as a filter to detect potential anomalies in real systems (Sec III, V); 2) how to choose data source or make data fusion to meet certain engineering requirements (Sec III); 3) how to explain the highdimensional findings to human beings (Sec IV, V); 4) how to turn big data into tiny data (Sec V). One wonders if this direction will be far-reaching in years to come toward the Big Data Age for smart grids.
APPENDIX A FORMULAS FOR RMT
A. ConvertX ∈ C N×T toX ∈ C N×T :
wherex i = (x i,1 ,x i,2 , · · · ,x i,T ) and µ(x i ) = 0, σ 2 (x i ) = 1.
B. ConvertX ∈ C N×T to X u ∈ C N×N :
where U ∈ C N×N is a Haar unitary matrix; XuXu H ≡XX H .
C. Convert Z ∈ C N×N toZ ∈ C N×N :
Xu,i.
APPENDIX B DEFINITION OF THE GAUSSIAN ORTHOGONAL ENSEMBLE (GOE)
This is a real symmetric n×n random matrix: (21) defined by the probability law:
where Zn1 is the normalization constant. Since:
Tr W 2 = 1 j n W j,j 2 + 2 1 j<k n W j,k 2 the above implies that {W j,k } 1 j k n are independent Gaussian random variables such that:
APPENDIX C EXPECTATION OF THE RANDOM VARIABLE WITH GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
X is a random variable with standard normal distribution; it is described by the probability density function (PDF):
1) E(X),E(X 2 ),E(X 4 ): *PBus-52 is the power demand of bus-52 APPENDIX F Fig. 11 : The structure of the data lists for a certain power grid in China
